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Superimposition of oriented grating masks on vernier targets results in bimodal patterns of vernier
threshold elevation, with peaks occurring on either side of vernier target orientation. These
bimodal masking effects suggest a contribution to vernier acuity from spatial filters tuned to
orientations on either side of the target. We report similar bimodal threshold elevation with plaid
masks composed of symmetrically oriented pairs of gratings. Since filters oriented to either side of
the vernier stimulus will be affected similarly by plaid masks, it is unlikely that threshold elevation
reflects disruption of relative filter activity that is used to code for change in target orientation.
Instead, the results support the proposition that misalignments are detected on the basis of
differential (i.e. absolute rather than relative) activity of spatial filters. Our plaid-mask data also
rule out the possibility that: (i) “off-channel” looking; or (ii) detection of orientation shifts (e.g. tilt
illusions), underlie bimodal masking effects. The finding that weak bimodal threshold elevation
occurs with dot targets separated by 40 min arc further suggests that the mechanisms involved in
detecting misalignments over large regions [possibly collator/collector-type mechanisms] also do so
via analysis of their differential activity. *C 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
The role of orientation in vernier acuity
Vernier thresholds for abutting lines of high contrast
are smaller than either the foveal cone diameter or
grating/line resolution acuity. According to the “local
sign” theory (Lotze, 1885; Westheimer & McKee, 1977a)
this precision is achieved by averaging outputs of an
array of positionally labeled detectors. It is surprising,
therefore, that similar precision can be achieved with
separated dot targets for which positional averaging is
ineffective (Ludvigh, 1953; Ludvigh & McKinnon, 1967;
Watt, 1984; Westheimer & McKee, 1977b). That two-dot
vernier acuity is predictable on the basis of the angle
formed between the dots, and is similar to orientation
acuity for lines of equal extent (Sullivan et al., 1972;
Watt, 1984), suggests instead that what may underlie
vernier acuity is the global orientation cue corresponding
to the virtual line produced by extrapolation between two
points along the target (Sullivan et al., 1972).
However, various evidence suggests that orientation is
a relatively ineffective cue for vernier offset detection (cf
Andrews et al., 1973). A particularly compelling finding
is that vernier thresholds with random orientations of the
lines are equivalent to thresholds with fixed line
orientation [at least for line lengths >10 min arc; Watt
(1984)]. This finding suggests the use of orientation-
invariant information. The observation that jittering line
orientation leads to decrements in vernier acuity only
when sharp corner detail is removed [i.e. “smoothed”;
Watt et al. (1983)] further suggests that orientation cues
are used only when other, presumably more salient
information is unavailable.
Watt and colleagues (Watt & Andrews, 1982; Watt et
al., 1983; Watt, 1984; Watt & Campbell, 1985) propose
two alternatives to the detection of a global orientation
cue: analysis of relative orientation, and analysis of
orthoaxial position, along the length of the vernier
stimulus. Both analyses suggest a role for oriented
mechanisms in detecting vernier offsets that does not
involve processing of global orientation, and that is thus
robust to random jittering of target orientation.
In the present study we employ a spatial-frequency
masking paradigm to explore the role of oriented spatial
filters in vernier acuity. Specifically, we compare the
effects of grating masks with those of plaid masks
produced by superimposition of symmetrical pairs of
gratings, and relate subsequent masking effects to filter
models of vernier acuity.
Filter models of vernier acuity
In Waugh and colleagues’ (1993) opponent-process
model [derived from Regan & Beverley (1985); see also
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Westheimer et al. (1976)] change in relative or absolute
target orientation signals the presence of a vernier
misalignment (cf Watt & Andrews, 1982). As is
illustrated in Fig. 1, this orientation code can be based
on the relative activity of oriented filters. For example, a
shift in activity towards right-oblique filters, and away
from left-oblique filters would signal both a clockwise
shift in orientation, and the presence of a rightwards
vernier offset. Shifts in orientation might be signaled via
inhibitory lateral connections between pairs of filters
oriented symmetrically about the vernier target (Blake-
more et al., 1970).
Alternatively, detection of vernier misalignments
might involve analysis of orthoaxial position. This is
equivalent to detecting a shape cue (i.e. the “corner” in
the line), and is thus both orientation-invariant, and
degraded significantly by smoothing of the vernier target
(cf Watt et al., 1983). Orthoaxial position could be
analyzed by oriented filters in accordance with Wilson’s
(1986; see also Wilson & Gelb, 1984) line-element model
of vernier acuity. In this model vernier offsets are
detected on the basis of the pooled differential activity of
oriented filters (see Fig. 2), with pooling occurring:
(i) between filters of the same orientation but adjacent
positions (i.e. relative to the axis of the target); and/or
(ii) between filters of different orientation in the same
position (as shown in Fig. 2). In the example shown in
Fig. 2, the combined (unsigned) difference in the activity
of the right-oblique and left-oblique filters signals the
presence of the rightwards vernier offset independently
of change in stimulus orientation.
Rationale and predictions
Plaid masks and models of vernier acuity. The notion
that filters oriented away from the vernier target limit
vernier thresholds (as implied in Figs 1 and 2) is
supported by the finding that masking of vernier acuity
with oriented gratings produces peak threshold elevation
at+10–20 deg from the orientation of the vernier target
[method of adjustment: Findlay (1973); Mussap & Levi
(1995, 1996); method of constant stimuli: Carney &
Klein (1991); Waugh et al. (1993); Levi & Waugh
(1996); Mussap & Levi (1995, 1996)]. In the present
investigation we use plaid masks composed of symme-
trically oriented pairs of gratings to investigate further the
role of orientation processing in vernier acuity.
According to the line-element model, since vernier
offsets are signaled by pooled differential filter activity
(i.e. absolute, rather than relative activity), then vernier
thresholds with plaid masks should reflect the pooled
masking of all filters involved. This model thus predicts
bimodal patterns of threshold elevation identical in shape
to those observed with single grating masks. According
to the opponent-process model, bimodal patterns of
vernier threshold elevation reflect noise in oblique filters
whose relative activity most finely codes for vernier
misalignments. Since symmetrical plaid masks should
not affect relative filter activity (i.e. the sensitivity of
filters on either side of the vernier target will be affected
equally), the opponent-process model predicts no bimo-
dal threshold elevation with plaids.
The above predictions are justified quantitatively in the
Appendix, in which ratio (opponent-process) and differ-
ence (line-element) equations are provided that relate the
magnitude of the vernier cue to activity in right- and left-
FIGURE 1. The opponent-process model (Regan & Beverley, 1985;
Waugh et al., 1993) proposes that vernier offsets are detected on the
basis of relative filter activity. Both filters shown in the figure respond
equally to a pair of aligned bars, and thus signal a vertical orientation.
However, with a rightwards offset of the upper bar the response of the
right-oblique filter increases, while that of the left-oblique filter
decreases. The shift in relative activity corresponds to a shift in
orientation from vertical (the absolute orientation cue is shown as a
dashed line on the left of the figure), and can be used to signal the
presence of the offset.
FIGURE 2. The line-element model (Wilson, 1986) proposes that
vernier offsets are detected on the basis of pooled differential activity
of oriented filters, with pooling occurring between filters of various
orientations, spatial frequencies, and at nearby locations (the figure
shows the difference in activity of only two filters, with and without a
rightwards vernier offset). In this model the combined, unsigned
difference (represented by deltas) in activity of the right-oblique and
left-oblique filters signals the presence of the offset.
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oblique spatial filters with and without the presence of a
vernier misalignment. Our rationale is that if the noise
term (s) associated with the presence of either a grating
mask or a plaid mask can be removed through standard
mathematical simplification, this demonstrates that this
noise will have no net effect on detection of the vernier
cue. As predicted, removal of s only occurs with
equations based on relative filter activity. This prediction
is tested in Experiment 1 in which the masking effects on
vernier acuity of grating masks of 2a contrast are
compared to the masking effects of symmetrical plaid
masks, with each plaid component being of a contrast. In
Experiment 2 we measure the effects of grating masks
and plaid masks as a function of mask contrast to test
these predictions more quantitatively. This experiment
also assesses variants of the opponent-process model in
which it is proposed that plaids add unequal noise to left-
and right-oblique filters. Unequal noise allows bimodal
masking effects to occur with plaids. The critical
prediction tested in Experiment 2 is that these opponent
models can only account for incomplete summation of
effective plaid contrast (relative to component grating
contrast). The line-element model, on the other hand,
predicts complete summation of effective plaid contrast.
Plaid masks as a control for “off-channel” looking.
Plaid masks are also useful for exploring alternative
explanations for bimodal masking effects that relate to
the use of grating masks. Specifically, we control for two
important limitations inherent in the single orientation,
spatial-frequency masking paradigm: (i) “off-channel”
looking; and (ii) detecting shifts in perceived orientation.
“Off-channel” looking is used to describe situations in
which the channel most sensitive to the target is not used
to detect the target. This is especially applicable to the
case in which the most sensitive channel is masked: if
observers’ responses are based on activity in unmasked
channels, thresholds will misleadingly appear to be only
slightly affected by the mask (Blake & Holopigian,
1985). For an oblique grating mask superimposed on a
vertical line target, the filter most sensitive to the target (a
vertical filter) may be masked to such an extent that filters
tuned to orientations slightly away from the line, and in
the direction opposite to that of mask, will provide the
most reliable differential response to slight changes in the
line (e.g. to changes in its orientation, shape, etc.).
In the context of a vernier acuity task, the problem of
“off-channel” looking arises if one treats vernier acuity as
involving detection of a dipole added to a line (Banton &
Levi, 1991; Klein et al., 1990). In this scenario, the line
component (the pedestal) of the vernier stimulus might
act as a vertical “mask” to the dipole target (the offset).
The sensitivity exhibited by non-vertical filters in
detecting vernier offsets, as suggested by bimodal
masking effects (Findlay, 1973; Waugh et al., 1993),
may be a consequence of this vertical masking. Indeed, it
has been shown that when the effects of vernier line
visibility are removed, vernier offset detection can
actually be facilitated by the presence of masks of the
same orientation as the vernier lines [Waugh et al.
(1993); Mussap & Levi (1996); see similar data for
orientation discrimination; Regan & Beverley (1985)]. It
may be that such masks reduce noise from filters tuned to
the line component (pedestal), and, therefore, masking of
these filters could improve detectability of the dipole
target by filters oriented to either side of the vernier line
(cf Waugh et al., 1993).
Symmetrical plaid masks limit the usefulness of “off-
channel” looking by adding noise to channels oriented on
either side of the target (cf Blake & Holopigian, 1985). In
this respect, evidence of bimodal masking obtained with
plaid masks will demonstrate that filters most sensitive to
the vernier offset are obliquely oriented with respect to
the target stimulus (presumably, these filters are oriented
+10–20 deg to either side of the target).
Plaid masks as a control for perceived shifts in
orientation. The use of a simultaneous mask paradigm
introduces the possibility that tilt aftereffects and tilt
illusions (Blakemore et al., 1970; Georgeson, 1973), as
well as Zo¨llner illusions (Findlay, 1973) influence vernier
thresholds. In this scenario, bimodal masking effects
might simply reflect mask orientations at which the
greatest shifts in perceived line orientation occur. One
may question this suggestion on the basis that shifts in
response bias associated with geometrical illusions
generally occur independently of shifts in sensitivity
(Morgan et al., 1990). However, in the case of vernier
acuity the stimulus feature subject to illusory shifts (i.e.
perceived orientation) might be the cue that limits vernier
acuity (although see above!). If this is the case, and
observers attempt to use a fixed orientation reference
(e.g. a non-vertical cue) for judging vernier offsets, the
absolute value of this reference will need to be
“recalibrated” for each mask condition. Furthermore,
feedback given to observers will sometimes appear to be
inconsistent with the perceived orientation cue; contra-
dicting the cue in some mask conditions (nonvertical
masks) but not in others (vertical and horizontal masks).
Plaid masks composed of symmetrical gratings null the
effects of masks on perceived orientation of the vernier
lines. Consequently, resultant vernier thresholds more
accurately reflect masking of filters sensitive to vernier
offsets, rather than shifts in the distribution of activity of
oriented filters produced by the masks. This is evident
even in the representations of the mask–vernier config-
urations of Experiment 1 shown in Fig. 3: compelling
illusions of tilt in the vernier lines can be seen only when
single gratings masks are used, and not when plaid masks
are used. The similar shape of threshold elevation with
plaid and grating masks again suggests that bimodality is
a genuine effect of masking oblique filters that are most
sensitive to the vernier offset.
To anticipate, bimodal patterns of vernier threshold
elevation are obtained both with grating masks and plaid
masks. This supports the claim that bimodal threshold
elevation represents a genuine effect of masking filters
that are most sensitive to vernier offsets (i.e. filters
oriented+10–20 deg to either side of the lines), and does
not reflect the use of either “off-channel” looking or
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perceived shifts in target orientation. The plaid mask
effects further suggest that vernier offsets are detected on
the basis of the differential activity of spatial filters (cf
line-element model), rather than the relative activity of
these filters (cf opponent-process model).
GENERAL METHODS
Apparatus and stimuli
All stimuli were generated by a 486 PC interfaced with
a Vision WorksTM II graphics board. The computer used to
generate the stimuli also controlled selection and
presentation of the stimuli. Observers made responses
using left/middle/right button presses. Stimuli were
displayed on a US PixelTM high resolution monochrome
monitor using a mean luminance of 34 cd mÿ2 (Experi-
ments 1 and 2) or 56 cd mÿ2 [used in Experiment 3 to
better approximate the higher mean luminance used by
Levi & Waugh (1996)].
Grating masks. Grating masks in Experiments 1 and 2
consisted of 12 c degÿ1 sinusoidal gratings presented
within a circular aperture 42.0 min arc in dia. The
contrast of these gratings (expressed in Michelson units)
was fixed at either 20, 25, 40, 50, or 80% in Experiment 1,
or varied over a range of contrasts in Experiment 2. In
Experiment 3 the contrast of the 12 c degÿ1 gratings was
either 20 or 40%, and the viewing aperture was
106.0 min arc in dia. In Experiments 1 and 3 the grating
masks were oriented either 0, +5, +10, +15 +20,
+30, or 90 deg from vertical (“+” indicates left-oblique
mask orientations; “ÿ” indicates right-oblique mask
orientations), or no mask was present (the “blank”
condition). Grating mask orientation was held constant
at +20 deg in Experiment 2. In Experiment 1 four
additional mask orientations were employed (+45 and
+60 deg). Mask phase was randomized in each trial.
Plaid masks. Plaid masks consisted of symmetrical
pairs of 12 c degÿ1 sinusoidal gratings of 20, 25, or 40%
contrast (Experiment 1), or 20% contrast (Experiment 3),
superimposed within a circular aperture either 42.0 min -
arc (Experiments 1 and 2) or 106.0 min arc (Experiment
3) in diameter (a range of grating contrasts was used in
Experiment 2). Component gratings forming 0 deg-plaids
were both vertical and in phase; component gratings
forming 90 deg-plaids were both horizontal and in phase.
All other plaid orientations were produced by orienting
one component grating y deg clockwise, and the other
component grating y deg counter-clockwise from verti-
cal, with the phase of the two gratings randomized.
Superimposition of plaid components was produced by
spatially interleaving two gratings on the one screen such
that alternate pixels corresponded to the luminance of
alternate components. Since both component gratings
possessed the same mean luminance, spatial interleaving
FIGURE 3. The mask-vernier configurations of Experiment 1. Masks were 12 c degÿ1 gratings and plaids presented within a
circular aperture 42 min arc in diameter. The upper row shows the abutting-line condition; the bottom row shows the three-dot
condition. Right-oblique gratings and rightwards offsets (of the lower line, and the central dot) are shown in the examples. Note
the figures (especially the spatial-frequencies of the masks) are not to scale.
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halved the contrast of the components; it is this resultant
contrast that we report throughout the paper. In total,
eight plaids were produced, having symmetrical compo-
nents oriented 0,+5,+10,+15,+20,+30, or 90 deg
from vertical, and a no-plaid (blank) mask. Plaid mask
orientations were held constant at +20 deg in Experi-
ment 2. In Experiment 1 two additional plaid mask
orientations were employed (+45 and +60 deg). The
phase of the individual plaid components (in non 0 deg
and 90 deg conditions) was randomized in each trial.
Vernier stimuli. Vernier stimuli in Experiment 1
consisted of gray (17 cd mÿ2) vertical abutting lines
each 1.10 min arc in width and 22.0 min arc in length
presented on a mean luminance background. Experi-
ments 1 and 2 also used a three-dot alignment stimulus
composed of three gray (17 cd mÿ2; 50% contrast) square
dots, each 3 min arc in width and length, aligned
vertically with a 3 min arc gap between each dot. Vernier
stimuli in Experiment 3 consisted of two gray
(28 cd mÿ2; 50% contrast) square dots, each 3 min arc
in width and length, aligned vertically with a 40 min arc
gap between them. As with the line stimuli, all dot
configurations were presented on a mean luminance
background of 34 cd mÿ2 (Experiments 1 and 2) or
56 cd mÿ2 (Experiment 3).
In each trial the absolute position of vernier lines and
dots was jittered randomly by several minutes. In
sessions using method of constant stimuli either the
lower line (in the vernier line stimulus), central dot (in the
three-dot stimulus) or lower dot (in the two-dot stimulus),
was displaced at one of nine offsets, representing four
equal horizontal offsets to the left and the right of
alignment, including a no-offset condition. The step size
of these offsets was made appropriate for individual
observers and mask conditions. In sessions using method
of adjustment sub-pixel vernier offsets were produced by
varying the luminance of the pixels of the borders of the
vernier lines (cf Westheimer & McKee, 1977a; Watt &
Morgan, 1983).
Grating masks and vernier lines/dots generally were
superimposed by temporally interleaving separate frames
of the monitor (one containing the mask, the other
containing the vernier lines), thus halving the effective
frame rate from 120 to 60 Hz (spatial interleaving was
employed in Experiment 2; see the separate Methods
section for this experiment). This process also halved the
effective contrast of the stimuli. Throughout, we report
space–time average contrasts. Observers viewed the
monitor from a distance of 6.73 m under binocular
conditions, with ambient luminance provided by the
monitor. Figural representations of the vernier-mask
configurations are provided for each experiment.
Procedure
Vernier thresholds were obtained using either a self-
paced method of constant stimuli (MCS) with auditory
feedback and trial durations of 150 msec, or a method of
adjustment (MOA) with no feedback and unlimited trial
duration. Individual observers were tested using only one
of these methods. In each MCS trial observers indicated
whether the position of the variable component of the
target (the lower vernier line, central dot, or lower dot),
was to the left or the right of the reference component of
the target (the upper vernier line, central dot, or lower
dot), using a left/right button press. MCS sessions
involved presentation of separate blocks of trials in
which only one vernier-mask configuration was present,
with the order of the blocks randomized. In each MOA
trial observers moved the bottom vernier line (this
method was only used with abutting-line targets) in
discrete steps using left/right button presses, such that the
lower line appeared aligned with the top line. Alignment
settings were saved, and the next trial initiated, by
pressing the middle button.
In all experiments (both MCS and MOA versions),
observers received practice trials until thresholds stabi-
lized. In addition, practice trials were given before each
session. For MCS experiments, vernier thresholds were
calculated on the combined data obtained for each
stimulus condition accumulated over at least two test
blocks. That is, for each vernier offset level in each
condition, at least 20 left/right responses were obtained.
Probit analyses (Finney, 1971) were performed on the
number of “rightwards” responses for each offset level,
with vernier thresholds calculated as the standard
deviation of the cumulative normal distribution (half
the distance between the 17 and 83% correct point). For
MOA experiments, vernier thresholds were calculated as
the standard deviation of all alignment settings for a
particular condition. Standard errors of the threshold
estimates (MCS), and standard errors corresponding to
mean alignment variability (MOA), are provided in each
figure where appropriate.
EXPERIMENT 1
Plaid masking of line vernier acuity and three-dot acuity
In Experiment 1 we measure vernier threshold
elevation for abutting line stimuli as a function of mask
orientation. The masks used are single gratings, and
plaids composed of superimposed symmetrical pairs of
these gratings. We measure vernier thresholds with
gratings whose contrast is either double that of the plaid
components, or equal to the plaid components. We also
employ a three-dot alignment paradigm in which the
horizontal position of the central dot is manipulated
relative to the vertically aligned outer dots. The outer dots
in this stimulus provide an “internal” frame of reference
(the virtual line formed by extrapolation between the
dots), and one which is independent of the orientation of
the entire configuration.
Methods
Observers. One author (AM) and two volunteers (JN
and KN; students of the University of Houston, and naive
as to the aims of the study) served as observers. All had
normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Stimuli and procedures. All grating and plaid masks,
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line vernier targets, and general methodologies, are
described in the General Methods. The grating mask
contrasts were 25 and 50%, and the plaid mask contrast
was 25% (for the plaid components). Two observers (AM
and KN) were tested using the MOA procedure [as in
Findlay (1973)] in which all 13 vernier–grating combina-
tions, or all eight vernier–plaid combinations were
presented 10 times in random order in sessions of 130
or 80 trials, respectively. Vernier thresholds were
calculated as the standard deviation of the 10 alignment
settings made in each session, with these standard
deviations averaged across at least three sessions to give
the overall threshold for a particular condition. One
observer (JN) was tested using the MCS procedure [as in
Waugh et al. (1993)] in which one of the 13 grating, or
eight plaid mask orientations was presented in combina-
tion with nine vernier offsets (representing four equally
spaced offsets in the left and right direction, including a
no-offset stimulus), 10 times in random order, in sessions
of 90 trials. Probit analyses were conducted on the
combined data of at least two blocks. The MCS method
was employed also for the two observers (JN and AM)
who performed the three-dot alignment experiment using
dots of 50% contrast. As with the line vernier experiment,
one of the 13 grating, or eight plaid mask orientations was
presented in combination with nine vernier offsets
(representing four equally spaced offsets in the left and
right direction, including a no-offset stimulus), 10 times
in random order, in sessions of 90 trials. The different
mask conditions (grating, grating at double contrast, and
plaid) were tested in separate sessions. The mask–vernier
configurations stimuli are illustrated in Fig. 3.
The three-dot alignment experiment with observer AM
was performed with the dot targets interleaved spatially
FIGURE 4. Results of Experiment 1 with abutting-line targets: vernier thresholds as a function of mask orientation (from
vertical) for grating and plaid masks. Results are shown for three observers, with dashed lines indicating no-mask data. For
comparison, +1SE bars corresponding to the vertical-mask (0 deg) data for each observer are provided.
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(rather than temporally). This method permitted use of
grating and plaid masks of higher contrasts (see
Experiment 2 for rationale). Spatial interleaving was
accomplished by making the luminance of half the pixels
of the dot targets equal to the luminance of the dots, and
the luminance of the other half of the dots equal to the
luminance of the mask at that location. In this experiment
the dots were composed of dark (0 cd mÿ2), one-pixel-
wide (12.7 sec arc) horizontal strips separated by one-
pixel-wide strips corresponding to the mask. The grating
mask contrasts used in this experiment were 20, 40, and
80%, and the plaid mask contrasts were 20 and 40%.
Results and discussion
Line vernier thresholds are shown as a function of
mask orientation in Fig. 4. In accordance with previously
reported findings (Findlay, 1973; Waugh et al., 1993;
Mussap & Levi, 1995, 1996) threshold elevation with
grating masks demonstrates bimodal orientation tuning,
with peaks in threshold elevation occurring ca +10–
20 deg from vertical. This suggests a contribution to
vernier acuity from oblique filters (see Figs 1 and 2).
Similar bimodal threshold elevation is evident with plaid
masks. The magnitude of plaid masking is similar to that
produced by single grating masks of twice the contrast of
either plaid component. This is especially evident for
observers JN and KN (it is difficult to interpret AM’s
results in this context since he showed little difference
between the 25- and 50%-contrast gratings).
The findings that (i) bimodal masking effects are
obtained with plaids, and (ii) that these masking effects
are approximately equal in magnitude to effects obtained
with grating masks of twice the contrast, are inconsistent
with a code for vernier offsets based on change in relative
filter activity (cf the opponent-process model), and
consistent with a code based on pooled, absolute
differences in filter activity (cf the line-element model).
Further support can be found in the results of the three-
dot alignment experiment, shown in Fig. 5. Again, plaid
masking produced bimodal patterns of threshold eleva-
tion. Moreover, since three-dot configurations provide an
internal orientation reference, it is unlikely that resultant
effects on vernier thresholds (both with grating and plaid
masks) reflect detection of orientation cues.
EXPERIMENT 2
Quantitative analysis of the effects of plaid masks
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that plaid masks
produce vernier threshold elevation greater than that
associated with grating masks of the same contrast as the
plaid components. To provide a more quantitative
analysis of the effects of plaid masks, we measure
threshold elevation for the three-dot alignment task with
FIGURE 5. Results of Experiment 1 with three-dot targets: vernier thresholds as a function of mask orientation (from vertical)
for grating and plaid masks. The contrasts of the grating masks were 20, 40, 50, and 80%; the contrasts of the plaid masks were
20, 25, and 40%. Results are shown for two observers, with dashed lines indicating no-mask data. For comparison,+1 SE bars
corresponding to the vertical-mask (0 deg) data for each observer are provided.
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masks presented over a range of grating/component
contrasts.
Manipulation of mask contrast is important also
because Experiment 1 did not control for inter-observer
differences in perceived visibility of the vernier stimuli.
This is an important limitation since observers tested far
above their detection thresholds might be expected to
show little difference between grating and plaid masks
(and, by analogy, between lower contrast and higher
contrast grating masks), compared to observers for which
visibility is differentially affected by the two conditions.
Note, for example, that while some observers (KN and
JN) showed large differences in threshold elevation
between grating and plaid masks, other observers (AM)
did not.
Methods
Observers. Two observers (AM and KN) participated.
Both had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Stimuli and procedures. Experiment 2 consisted of
three parts. In the first part, both observers were tested in
the three-dot alignment task using the MCS method of
Experiment 1 (the space-averaged luminance of the dots
was 17 cd mÿ2, with the contrast of the dots being 50%;
see below). The MCS procedure consisted of presenting
one of the eight grating masks, or one of the seven plaid
masks in combination with one of nine offsets (represent-
ing four equally spaced offsets of the central dot of the
three-dot configuration in the left and right direction,
including a no-offset stimulus), 10 times in random order,
in sessions of 90 trials. Probit analyses were conducted on
the combined data of at least two blocks. Grating and
plaid masks were the same as those employed in
Experiment 1, except that their contrast was varied. The
contrast of the grating mask was 0 (no mask), 5, 10, 20,
40, 60, 80, or 100%; the contrast of the plaid components
was 0 (no mask), 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50%. The
orientation of the grating was 20 deg, and the orientation
of the plaid components was +20 deg. This corre-
sponded to the mask orientation (both for gratings and
plaids) that produced peak (or close to peak) threshold
elevation in Experiment 1. In order to produce the high
plaid and grating contrasts used in Experiment 2, it was
not possible to use the temporal interleaving method of
Experiment 1 to superimpose the masks and the three-dot
targets. Instead, we spatially interleaved the masks and
dots. As with Experiment 1, this was accomplished by
making the luminance of half the pixels of the dot targets
(horizontal strips of pixels) equal to the luminance of the
dots, and the luminance of the other half of the dots equal
to the luminance of the mask at that location. In our
experiment the dots were dark (0 cd mÿ2), one-pixel
FIGURE 6. Results of Experiment 2 with the three-dot target for observer AM: vernier thresholds (above) and contrast
discrimination thresholds (below) as a function of the contrast of a 20 deg grating and+20 deg plaid mask. The leftmost graphs
plot contrast in Michelson units; the rightmost graphs plot contrast in contrast threshold units (CTUs). CTUs were calculated on
the basis of contrast detection thresholds for the +20 deg plaid mask (3.57% +0.14) and the 20 deg grating mask (5.54%
+0.28), by dividing physical mask contrast by these contrast detection thresholds. The dashed lines indicate no-mask data. For
comparison, +1 SE bars are provided.
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wide (12.7 sec arc) horizontal strips of the dots separated
by gray (34 cd mÿ2) one-pixel wide strips corresponding
to the mask.
The second part of Experiment 2 consisted of
measuring contrast discrimination thresholds for the
three-dot stimuli as a function of mask contrast. A two-
interval forced-choice MCS paradigm was employed in
which one observer (AM) was required to indicate which
of two consecutive intervals contained the three-dot
stimulus in which the central dot was of higher contrast.
The high-contrast target consisted of the three aligned
dots at equal contrast (50%). The low contrast distractor
(presented in the other interval) consisted of the central
dot at a lower contrast to that of the outer dots (whose
contrast was fixed at 50%). The contrast of this central
dot was decreased from 50% to x% in nine steps, with
each contrast level representing a decreasing fraction of
the contrast of the higher-contrast stimulus (the step size
was made appropriate for each mask condition). Each
block consisted of the 20 deg grating mask, or +20 deg
plaid mask presented in combination with one of the nine
target contrasts, 10 times in random order, in sessions of
90 trials. Probit analyses were conducted on the
combined data of at least two blocks with discrimination
thresholds taken as the 75% correct level.
Finally, we measured contrast thresholds for detecting
the grating and plaid masks. A two-interval forced-choice
MCS paradigm was employed in which one observer
(AM) was required to indicate which of two consecutive
intervals of 150 msec contained the mask (as opposed to
the field of mean luminance). The contrast of the mask
target was increased in nine steps, with each contrast
level representing an equal multiple of the contrast (the
step size was made appropriate for each mask condition).
Each block consisted of the 20 deg grating mask, or
+20 deg plaid mask presented at one of nine contrasts,
10 times in random order, in sessions of 90 trials. Probit
analyses were conducted on the combined data of at least
two blocks with discrimination thresholds taken as the
75% correct level.
Results and discussion
Figures 6 and 7 show three-dot alignment thresholds
for two observers as a function of grating and plaid mask
contrast. Note that thresholds increase with increasing
mask contrast, and that this increase is more pronounced
with plaid masks than with grating masks at equivalent
contrasts. A quantitative analysis of the difference
between plaid and grating mask data was performed by
fitting the data with a function of the form:
Vernier threshold  Vu 
p
1  mc=me2;
where Vu is the unmasked threshold, mc is the mask
contrast, and me is the mask contrast that elevates vernier
threshold by
p
2. This is similar to the equivalent noise
approach (Pelli, 1990; Levi & Klein, 1990), however,
here we are interested in the effectiveness of the two
types of mask. Since Vu is constrained to be identical for
plaids and gratings, the ratio of me plaid/me grating will
reflect differences in the amount of noise inherent in these
masks.
The calculated values of me for the plaid mask and
grating mask conditions are 13.3% (+1.1) and 55.4%
(+5.2) contrast, respectively, for observer AM, and
20.4% (+1.5) and 56.5% (+9.3) contrast, respectively,
for observer KN, giving ratios of 4.2 and 2.8. Although
there are inter-observer differences, it is clear that plaid
masks are at least twice as effective as grating masks in
elevating thresholds. This is particularly evident when
the relative visibility of plaid (plaid detection thresh-
old = 3.57%+0.14) and grating (grating detection
threshold = 5.54%+0.28) masks is taken into account:
with mask contrast plotted in contrast threshold units
(CTUs; see top-right graph in Fig. 6), me with grating
masks (10.0 CTU+0.9) is approximately twice that with
plaid masks (3.7 CTU+0.3).
The approximately two-fold increase in effective
contrast of plaids suggests that plaid masks contribute
at least twice the noise of grating masks. As predicted by
the line-element model, our results are consistent with the
proposition that since differential contrast responses from
separate channels are combined prior to the vernier
decision being made, so too is noise from separate
channels combined. Complete summation of effective
contrast (even though contrast energy is shared equally
by two symmetrical gratings), cannot occur according to
opponent-process models. Even versions of these models
that propose that plaids add unequal noise to left- and
right-oblique filters predict, at most, incomplete summa-
tion of effective grating contrast (i.e. me plaid/me
grating< 2).
Figure 6 also plots contrast discrimination for the
central dot with respect to the reference dots as a function
of grating and plaid mask contrast (only for observer AM;
bottom-left graph in Fig. 6). Patterns of discrimination
threshold elevation are remarkably similar to patterns of
alignment threshold elevation: estimates of me as a
FIGURE 7. Results of Experiment 2 for observer KN: vernier
thresholds as a function of the contrast of a 20 deg grating and
+20 deg plaid mask. The dashed line indicates no-mask data. For
comparison, +1 SE bars are provided.
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function of plaid and grating mask contrast are 13.8% and
42.1% contrast respectively for observer AM. Again,
when these data are replotted in CTUs (bottom-right
graph in Fig. 6), me with grating masks (7.6 CTU+0.6) is
about twice that with plaid masks (3.9 CTU+0.3).
The similarity between alignment and contrast dis-
crimination data (once mask visibility is equated)
supports the proposition that differential contrast re-
sponses of filters code for vernier offsets; hence the close
relationship between target visibility and vernier acuity
reported in the literature (e.g. Krauskopf & Farell, 1991;
Waugh et al., 1993; Waugh & Levi, 1993a,b).
EXPERIMENT 3
Plaid masking with separated targets
We noted in the Introduction that dot vernier targets
preclude the possibility of positional averaging, and thus
pose problems for simple local-sign models. However,
very large separations are problematic also for filter
models. These models predict that filters sensitive to
misalignments between separated targets will be “scaled-
up” (i.e. low spatial frequency) versions of filters
sensitive to misalignments between abutting targets.
Recent studies show, however, that adding “noise” to
regions at least 1 deg away from the vernier offset can
increase thresholds [Meer & Zeevi (1986) added
positional jitter to these distal regions; Mussap & Levi
(1996) masked these regions]. The paradox of high
positional sensitivity and large filter size implied by these
results can be resolved by postulating the existence of
mechanisms that integrate responses of small filters.
“Collator” mechanisms [Moulden (1994); also referred to
as “collector” mechanisms; Morgan & Hotopf (1989)]
that receive inputs from small, spatially sensitive filters of
the same orientation, aligned along the axis of their
common orientation, combine the properties of high
spatial sensitivity and large spatial extent (Levi &
Waugh, 1996; Mussap & Levi, 1996). As a simple
extension of filter models, the collator model predicts that
vernier thresholds with separated targets will share many
features in common with thresholds for abutting targets.
In the present experiment we use plaid masks to
investigate positional acuity for widely separated targets.
The line-element model predicts bimodal patterns of
threshold elevation with both grating and plaid masks
even when the targets are separated. This result would
support the proposition that misalignments over large
areas are signaled by the pooled differential activity of
collator-type mechanisms. We keep mask spatial fre-
quency (both for gratings and plaids) constant at
12 c degÿ1. Such high spatial-frequency masks should
be selective for high spatial-frequency collator subunits,
and have little influence on large, low spatial-frequency
filters.
An analysis of relative orientation is more plausible in
the case of separated, as opposed to abutting targets.
Vernier thresholds are constant when expressed as an
angle corresponding to the virtual line drawn between the
two targets (Sullivan et al., 1972). Furthermore, thresh-
olds for separated dot targets can be predicted on the
basis of the salience of the orientation cue present;
thresholds for abutting-line and three-dot target config-
urations cannot be predicted on this basis (Watt, 1984).
According to the reasoning outlined in the Introduction, if
orientation processing underlies vernier acuity for
separated targets (cf opponent-process model), little or
no bimodal masking effects should be obtained with plaid
masks relative to grating masks.
Methods
Observers. Four volunteers (students of the University
of Houston, and naive as to the aims of the study) served
as observers. All had normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity.
Stimuli and procedures. All grating and plaid masks,
and general methodologies are described in the General
Methods. For all observers the grating mask contrasts
were 20 and 40%, and the plaid mask contrast was 20%
(N.B., observer KN was not tested in the 20%-grating
FIGURE 8. The mask-dot configurations of Experiment 3. Masks were 12 c degÿ1 gratings and plaids presented within a
circular aperture 106 min arc in dia. Right-oblique gratings and rightwards offsets (of the lower dot) are shown in the examples.
Note, the figures (especially the spatial frequencies of the masks) are not to scale.
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condition). Vernier stimuli were square dots 363 min
arc, and separated vertically by 40 min arc. Observers
were tested using the MCS procedure in which one of the
13 grating, or eight plaid mask orientations were
presented in combination with nine vernier offsets
(representing four equally spaced offsets in the left and
right direction, including a no-offset stimulus), 10 times
in random order, in sessions of 90 trials. Probit analyses
were performed on the combined data of at least two
blocks for each mask condition. The different mask
FIGURE 9. Results of Experiment 3 with two-dot targets: vernier threshold as a function of mask orientation (from vertical) for
grating and plaid masks. Results are shown for four observers, with dashed lines indicating no-mask data. For comparison,
+1 SE bars corresponding to the vertical-mask (0 deg) data for each observer are provided.
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conditions (20%-grating, 40%-grating, and 20%-plaid)
were tested in separate sessions. The mask-dot stimuli are
represented in Fig. 8.
Results and discussion
Two-dot alignment thresholds are shown in Fig. 9. As
reported previously (e.g. Levi & Waugh, 1996) thresh-
olds are higher with separated dots as opposed to abutting
lines. The magnitude of vernier threshold elevation with
spatial-frequency masks is also lower for separated dot
targets (cf Fig. 5). This discrepancy may result from the
use of high (12 c degÿ1) spatial-frequency masks. We
kept spatial-frequency constant (i.e. the same as in
Experiment 1) in order to provide a more rigorous test of
the collator model. The “strong” version of this model
argues that since vernier acuity is limited by high spatial-
frequency collator subunits, it follows that the magnitude
of threshold elevation should be identical for separated
and abutting targets using masks of the same spatial
frequency. This is probably not the case, however. The
decrease in magnitude of threshold elevation could be
accounted for by making the reasonable assumption that
large target separations (where at least one of the dots is
in the parafovea) bias responses towards larger collator
mechanisms; that is, collators possessing subunits of
lower spatial frequency [see Mussap & Levi (1996) for
further discussion]. This proposition is consistent with
the observation that peak masking effects shift slightly
away from high mask spatial frequencies, and towards
lower mask spatial frequencies as target separation
increases [from 12 to ca 10 c degÿ1 as dot separation
increases from 3 to 30 min arc; Levi & Waugh (1996)].
Although weaker masking effects were obtained in
Experiment 3, it is clear that threshold elevation with
both grating and plaid masks is bimodal in shape, with a
“trough” at vertical (0 deg), and “peaks” at either side of
vertical. This is particularly evident in the group data
shown in Fig. 10 (N.B., this figure shows mean log
threshold elevation as a function of mask orientation).
Note that the position of the peaks tends to be further
from vertical in the two-dot condition than with the
abutting-line condition (cf Experiment 1). This is
particularly evident for observer JN and, to a lesser
extent, observer AT. This broadening for some observers
has also been reported by Levi and Waugh (1996), and
may reflect the fact that dot stimuli, unlike line stimuli,
contain approximately equal energy at all orientations.
Hence, visibility effects typically associated with line
targets (i.e. increased threshold elevation as mask
orientation approaches line orientation) do not appreci-
ably affect acuity between dots [this issue is discussed in
more detail by Waugh et al. (1993) and by Levi & Waugh
(1996)].
Bimodal threshold elevation with separated dot stimuli
indicates that similar mechanisms are involved in
mediating position discrimination between separated
dots and abutting lines. These mechanisms would need
to combine positional sensitivity with large receptive area
(large enough to encompass both dots), and may
resemble the collator mechanisms described above (cf
Fig. 11).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Vernier thresholds with plaid masks are consistent with
the line-element model
We employed a plaid mask paradigm to explore the
role of orientation in vernier acuity with abutting line and
separated dot targets. Plaid masks should not significantly
disrupt processes of vernier offset detection based on
relative filter activity (cf opponent-process model), but
would be expected to disrupt processes based on pooled
differential filter activity (cf line-element model). In
FIGURE 10. Group data for Experiment 3 with two-dot targets: log
vernier threshold elevation as a function of mask orientation, averaged
across four observers.
FIGURE 11. Representation of the collator mechanism proposed to
explain threshold elevation with dot targets separated by 40 min arc.
The collator is shown as a right-oblique elongated filter that receives
inputs from smaller filters (also right-oblique) along the axis parallel to
their common orientation. The net response of the right-oblique
collator to a rightwards vernier offset (shown on the right) is greater
than with no offset (shown on the left). Note, the size of the threshold
misalignment of the dots is exaggerated for clarity.
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Experiment 1 we showed that plaid masks produce
bimodal threshold elevation with abutting line stimuli,
thus supporting the line-element model’s predictions and
suggesting that while oriented filters are involved in
detecting vernier offsets (the most sensitive correspond-
ing to the peaks in the masking function; that is, at+10–
20 deg from vertical), these filters do not detect offsets by
signaling change in target orientation.
The similarity in magnitude between threshold eleva-
tion produced with plaid masks and threshold elevation
produced with grating masks of twice the contrast implies
that pooling of differential filter activity is quasi-linear.
We determined this quantitatively in Experiment 2 by
measuring alignment threshold elevation as a function of
plaid and grating mask contrast. As predicted by the line-
element model, it does not matter that the contrast of a
plaid is “split” into two symmetrical components; the
masking effects produced by each component are
combined in a direct fashion. It is important to note that
if plaids add unequal noise to left- and right-oblique
filters, this could account for bimodal plaid masking
effects according to the opponent-process model, but
could not account for complete summation of effective
plaid contrast (relative to component grating contrast).
Collators contribute to vernier acuity in much the same
way that individual filters do
In Experiment 3 we reported evidence of bimodal
masking effects with dot stimuli separated by 40 min arc.
Large, low spatial-frequency filters are unlikely to limit
vernier offset detection at threshold, and it is doubtful
that these filters can account for masking effects obtained
with: (i) 12 c degÿ1 gratings and plaids, and (ii) widely-
separated dots. A more parsimonious explanation is
based on the activity of collator mechanisms that
integrate responses of small oriented filters along the
axis of their common orientation (cf Morgan & Hotopf,
1989; Moulden, 1994; Mussap & Levi, 1996). Such
collators preserve the spatial sensitivity of their subunits,
and add to this both spatial selectivity and spatial extent
[Mussap & Levi (1996) summarize various neurophy-
siological evidence consistent with the collator model].
The bimodal threshold elevation obtained with plaid
masks and dot targets separated by 40 min arc can thus be
taken as evidence that collators at least 40 min arc in
length [and probably much longer (see Waugh & Levi,
1995)] contribute to vernier acuity in the same way that
local filters do: that is, through pooling of their
differential activity.
“Off-channel” looking and perceived shifts in target
orientation do not explain bimodality
Plaid masks were employed also to control for the
effects of “off-channel” looking. We reasoned that since
plaids add noise to channels tuned to orientations on
either side of the target, “off-channel” looking towards
the outputs of these oblique channels would be
ineffective (cf Blake & Holopigian, 1985). Plaid masks
composed of symmetrical gratings also controlled for
perceived shifts in target orientation. Such orientation
shifts represent a possible confound associated with the
grating–mask paradigm. In regard to the effects of “off-
channel” looking and shifts in perceived target orienta-
tion, the finding that plaid masks produce bimodal
threshold elevation supports the claim that bimodality
reflects masking of obliquely oriented filters that are most
sensitive to vernier offset (cf Wilson, 1986).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We report that vernier threshold elevation is bimodal
with respect to grating mask orientation: typically,
thresholds are maximal for masks oriented +10–20 deg
to the target, irrespective of whether the target is an offset
between abutting lines, or between three dots. This result
suggests that vernier acuity is limited by filters oriented to
either side of the axis of the target. Since bimodal effects
are obtained also with plaid masks, it is unlikely that
relative filter activity is used to code for the presence of
vernier offsets. Rather, this result suggests that pooled
differential filter activity is used [cf the line-element
model; Wilson (1986)]. Similar results obtained with dot
targets separated by 40 min arc further indicate that
mechanisms involved in detecting misalignments over
large regions [presumably, collator mechanisms; cf
Moulden (1994)] also do so via their pooled differential
activity.
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APPENDIX
The following equations relate the magnitude of a vernier offset cue
to the activity of right-oblique and left-oblique spatial filters (it is
assumed that the vernier lines are vertical, and that offsets occur along
the horizontal axis where the two vernier lines abut). Two alternative
arrangements, based on models of vernier acuity, are described: in the
opponent-process model the vernier cue is based on the ratio of activity
between right- and left-oblique filters; the difference in this ratio (with
vs without the vernier offset) determines the magnitude of the vernier
cue. In the line-element model the vernier cue is proportional to the
absolute (unsigned) difference in right-oblique filters (with vs without
the vernier offset), summed with the absolute difference in left-oblique
filters (with vs without the vernier offset).
Superimposition of a right-oblique grating mask can affect the
sensitivity of a right-oblique filter; a plaid mask can affect sensitivity
for both a right- and left-oblique filter. These effects on filter sensitivity
are modeled as decreases in the signal:noise ratios of individual filters
(i.e. filter activity is divided by noise). Three mask conditions are
considered for each model:
No mask;
A right-oblique mask; and
A plaid mask.
Our criterion is that if the noise term (s) associated with the presence
of either a grating mask or a plaid mask can be removed through
standard mathematical simplification, this noise will have no net effect
on detection of the vernier cue. Not surprisingly, removal of s only
occurs with equations based on relative filter activity.
The following terms are used: R, L, magnitude of response of right-
oblique or left-oblique filter to zero offset; D R and D L, the absolute
value of the differential response of right-oblique and left-oblique
filters in response to vernier offset (if the filters are balanced, D R = D L;
however, this assumption is not necessary); s, noise associated with
mask; n, exponent. For a linear system, n  1. In Wilson’s line element
model, n  2.
Opponent-process model
No mask.




















































































Figure A1 shows the predictions of each of these models for grating
(solid line) and plaid (dashed line) masks. The two models were
implemented in Matlab. Note that these are simplistic one-dimensional
FIGURE A1. Graphical representation of predictions of the opponent-process model and line-element model for grating masks
(left-oblique, 15 deg grating; solid line) and plaid masks (left- and right-oblique, superimposed gratings; dashed line). The
oblique filters were assumed to have a bandwidth of 17.5 deg, and the value of noise (s) was assumed to be 2. The opponent
model predicts no effect of a plaid mask, while the line-element model predicts bimodal masking which is comparable to that
obtained with a single grating of double the contrast. [N.B. In order to make this comparison to the plaid, masking effects at
symmetrical mask orientations (e.g.,+ 15 deg) should be summed.] According to the line element model, doubling the contrast
of the grating mask (2s) doubles the predicted effect. The two models were implemented in MatlabTM.
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models, with no assumptions regarding contrast nonlinearities. The
oblique filters (oriented at +15 deg) were assumed to have a
bandwidth of 17.5 deg. The exact shape of the functions will depend
upon the filter bandwidths and the presence of any nonlinearities. The
value of s was 2. The key result illustrated in Fig. 12 is that the
opponent model predicts no effect of a plaid mask, while the line-
element model predicts bimodal masking which is stronger than that
obtained with a single grating. Note that doubling the contrast of the
grating mask doubles the predicted effect in the line element model,
similar to the results observed.
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